
Dear Business Partner,

We are excited to offer you the Ultimate Guard Floor Display (UGFD), another great tool to organize, merchandise, and deliver 
a convenient sales experience to your consumers, of the high-quality Ultimate Guard product line. 

The rotating floor displays offer plenty of room for the top sellers, and great sales enhancements from the diverse range of 
high-quality Ultimate Guard accessories. The lockable body offers you added storage space to be able to quickly re-stock 
the display as needed. 

Whether as an addition or as an alternative to our Ultimate Guard Store Display, the Ultimate Guard Floor Display perfects 
the consumers’ shopping experience and increases the brand’s recognition value in each store.

How can retailers get an UGFD?

The retailer only needs to make $900.00 USD in total Ultimate Guard sleeve purchases to qualify. If the order contains non-
sleeve items, then a retailer must make a purchase of $950.00 USD to qualify and at least $470.00 USD of that purchase 
must be Katana Sleeves (not including board game sleeves).

If you would like to take part in the success of the UGFD program, we would ask you to fill out and sign the attached terms 
and conditions and return them to the distributor who you are placing the order with. That distributor will then confirm with 
us your order commitment and provide us with your application. 

 

All the best,

André Guzman

ULTIMATE GUARD®  
FLOOR DISPLAY (UGFD)

Ultimate Guard®

c/o heo GmbH, Gewerbepark West 12-14,  
76863 Herxheim, Germany

www.ultimateguard.com 
info@ultimateguard.com 
+49 7276 92928-0
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The Ultimate Guard Sales Display (UGFD) is an item on loan and remains property of Ultimate Guard® (heo GmbH) (UG) for an unlimited period; it cannot be sold or moved to another location by the Retail 
Partner (RP). It is strictly prohibited to display any items other than official Ultimate Guard® items in the UGFD. During its use, the RP is at all times responsible for the UGFD and agrees to keep the UGFD in a 
well maintained and functional state. The RP agrees to provide to UG high-resolution pictures of the UGFD at any time requested by UG. The RP agrees to report damages and malfunctions by e-mail no later 
than one week after their occurrence. Any modifications to the UGFD are prohibited and require written permission from UG (please emailinfo@ultimateguard.com). UG can take back the UGFD after 15 days’ 
written notice. The UGFD must be setup in no place other than previously agreed. 
Any changes need to be communicated in written form. As part of the contract Ultimate Guard® reserves the right to publish the name, address, country of origin, phone number, E-Mail address and/or 
homepage of the retail partner on the Ultimate Guard® website. This is to enable us to offer potential customers a better service in terms of finding stores which carry Ultimate Guard®. For further information 
about data privacy, please check: https://ultimateguard.com/en/p/copyright-privacy

Please complete this form and send it back to info@ultimateguard.com in order to apply for a membership 
of the UGFD program – members will also be listed on the official Ultimate Guard® websiteORDER FORM

Products not included. Digital rendering shown, products may differ slightly in shape and color.

STORE NAME:  

STREET 1:

STREET 2: 

ZIP: 

CITY: 

STATE:

COUNTRY:    

CONTACT: 

PHONE:

E-MAIL:

NO. OF EMPLOYEES:

YOUR UG DISTRIBUTOR:

Which lines sell well for you:

I herewith accept the terms and conditions and bindingly apply for the UGFD program:

Card Sleeves

Play-Mats

Boxes & Cases

Comics Storage

Binders & Folders

Others:

Date, Signature Company Stamp

© 2020 heo GmbH, Germany

ORDER APPLICATION FORM

https://ultimateguard.com/en/p/copyright-privacy
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